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Argyll and Bute Community Planning Partnership - Management Committee
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Agenda Item 2

Minutes of the
Argyll and Bute Community Planning Partnership Management Committee
held via MS Teams on Wednesday 29 September 2021 at 10am
Present: Pippa Milne, Argyll and Bute Council (Chair)
Robin Currie, Argyll and Bute Council
Takki Sulaiman, Argyll and Bute TSI
Rona Gold, Argyll and Bute Council
Fiona Davies, HSCP
Martin Jones, University of Highlands
Morag Goodfellow, Highland and Island
and Islands
Enterprise
Albert Bruce, Scottish Fire and Rescue
Kevin Champion, Oban Lorn and Isles
Service
Area Community Planning Group
Shona Barton, Argyll and Bute Council
Stan Philips, NatureScot
Laura Evans, Police Scotland
Alison McGrory, NHS Scotland
Fergus Murray, Argyll and Bute Council
Anthony Standing, SDS
Ishabel Bremner, Argyll and Bute
Becky Hothersall, Argyll and Bute Council
Council
Theresa Correia, Scottish Enterprise
Neil McDougall, Police Scotland
Emma Grimarson, Police Scotland
Nicola Reaney, Argyll and Bute Council
(Secretary)
Apologies
Joe McKay, Scottish Fire and Rescue
Derek McCrindle, Scottish Enterprise
Service
Patricia Renfrew, HSCP
Ian Brodie, Mid Argyll and the Isles Area
Community Planning Group
Patricia O’Neill, Argyll and Bute Council Stuart Mearns, Loch Lomond and the
Trossachs National Park
John Paterson, Police Scotland
Stuart Green, Argyll and Bute Council
Willie Lynch, Bute and Cowal Area
Community Planning Group
1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES
Pippa welcomed everyone to the meeting and advised that she was chairing as Joe
had sent his apologies. Other apologies were noted.
2. APPROVAL OF LAST MINUTES AND REVIEW OF ACTIONS
The last minutes were accepted. Rona noted that the majority of actions from the last
meeting are complete and the outstanding actions were updated as follows:
-

Partners to forward ideas or good practice of how they are engaging with
youth / how to include youth voices in our work - Rona has only received a
couple of responses and encouraged all partners to forward examples of the
good, proactive work that is going on as young people are an important voice
in Community Planning. Once the Community Planning Officer vacancy is
filled we will look at how to best refresh engagement with young people. Pippa
encouraged partners to continue to look to include youth voices in their work.
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-

-

Work Building Back Better recovery plans into ACPG plans - not due till
December.
Digital Short life working group - not due till December.
Western Isles adaptation plans - Stan advised that these plans are still in draft
and not available at present.
Climate Change Working Group to feedback to Police on climate events advice on this has gone out to all contacts on the fortnightly Community
Development and CPP bulletins.
ACTION - Stan to ensure any events that the Climate Change Working
Group are aware of are sent to the Police.
Education Summit event advice to Robin - action noted as complete.

Robin asked if there was any further information that can be provided to officers on
the Climate Event planned in Helensburgh on 11 November.
ACTION - When event information is available, Robin is to be provided with an
update and information sent out in CPP Bulletin.
Fergus advised that there was an allocation of £3000 towards a small COP26 event
in Hermitage Park to enable us to introduce new, and augment existing, elements of
our activity plan working in partnership with groups before, during and after COP26.
The date of this is to be confirmed and the details and proposed activities will added
to our CPP Climate Change webpages which are full of information about what
partners and communities are doing on climate change.
ACTION - Hermitage Park event information to be added to CPP Climate
Change webpages.
Anthony asked if it was still possible to send information for inclusion in the Gaelic
newsletter. Rona advised all partners that this newsletter is published regularly and
any items for inclusion can be passed to Cristie Moore, Gaelic Development Officer
at cristie.moore@argyll-bute.gov.uk.
3. MATTERS ARISING FROM AREA COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUPS
Shona provided a report with updates from the last ACPG meetings, noting there had
been good attendance in all 4 areas. Change to office bearers were advised:
- Helensburgh and Lomond - Laura Cameron has stepped down as Chair and
the appointment of a new Chair has been carried forward to the November
meeting. Thanks were given to Albert for covering the Chair at the last
meeting.
- Mid Argyll Kintyre and the Isles - Ian Brodie was appointed for a further tenure
as Chair and Rachel Whyte resigned as Vice Chair. The appointment of a new
Vice Chair has been carried forward to the November meeting.
- Oban Lorn and the Isles - Rachel Lawler has stepped down as Vice Chair and
the appointment of a new Vice Chair has been carried forward to the
November meeting.
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Shona advised that all areas had appointed representatives to sit on the Climate
Change group (except for Oban, Lorn and the Isles which will address this at the
November meeting).
Chairs and Vice Chairs meetings have started in advance of each round of meetings
to agree a standardised agenda and discussion points. At the last meeting the
importance of partners’ attendance at ACPGs was highlighted, and it would be
appreciated if partner organisations can send representatives to attend future
ACPGs.
Pippa gave thanks to the office bearers that are stepping down and gave
congratulations to Ian on his new tenure. Pippa also praised the good work of the
Governance team to enable participation and new ideas at ACPGs.
4. CROSS CUTTING THEMES
(a) Climate Change
Stan provided an update on the work of the Climate Change working group (CCWG)
with a short presentation. This highlighted the community projects that are currently
ongoing across the area, adding that all partners will also have in place, and will be
working on, their own decarbonisations plans. The last CCWG brainstormed
excellent ideas of what more can be done, but it is felt that cherry picking projects
without that sitting in a strategy or framework was not the most effective course of
action. The CCWG propose to develop an overarching strategy (like is in place in
other council areas) that will focus on mitigation, adaptation and awareness and
welcome thoughts from the CPP MC on how best to move that forward.
Pippa thanked Stan for his update which highlighted the scale of challenge.
Morag asked how this work sits alongside the work being done by the Argyll and
Bute Renewable Alliance. Stan said that renewables are just one part of a multistring
approach to this work and that an audit is needed to understand what is already
going on and how it all meshes together. This will allow the group to identify new
areas of work that need to be focused on.
Alison supported the need to complete this audit, added that Public Health have an
interest in climate change and are keen to work with the group moving forward. She
also advised of work currently underway regarding waste in medicine that can be fed
into the group. Stan welcomed Alison’s future involvement on the CCWG. Takki also
agreed it would be helpful to see what going on across the area and asked if the
audit could review other plans that are out there that represent issues around upfront
cost? Stan advised that has not been looked at yet, however, and costs associated
to get a strategy and adaptation plan up and running is an investment for the future,
and nothing compared to cost of adaptation to climate changes i.e. protecting our
coastal areas from storms and sea level rises.
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Theresa agreed with need for an audit and action plan as we all know where need to
get to, but need a route map on how to get there and understand where the gaps are
and what we can do about them. Organisations like HiE and Scottish Enterprise are
engaging with business on this already and asked how that will that fit in with the
CCWG plan? Stan agreed that all strands will need to be threaded in to the final
strategy. Anthony also thought it would be good for partners to share their own plans
to see what the total activity looks like. Theresa added a link to Scottish Enterprise’s
Net Zero Framework for Action for information.
Robin said that Argyll and Bute Council want to be the first council to reach carbon
zero, but we also need to look at other issues associated with climate change. He
gave the examples of the high number of wind farms in Kintyre, yet this is an area
with one of the highest areas in the country for full poverty, and also the huge
increase in energy costs to homes when converting from solid fuel to air source heat
systems. Stan agreed this was an issue and suggested this would for the renewable
energy group to address, adding that development companies need to step up to this
too.
It was agreed that a Climate Audit and Strategy should be progressed via extended
partner participation in a focussed CCWG meeting. Pippa asked all partners to
identify an appropriate lead to represent them at that meeting (and any other
interested parties). The group should identify a best way forward and route map with
plans for comprehensive engement with communities in the future (will need to
consider a comprehensive engagement next year as part of the ABOIP review and
that can be combined that with engagement on climate change). Pippa also noted
that Climate Change impact would be added to council reports. Progress on this by
the CCWG is to be reviewed at the December CPP MC. Albert advised that the
SFRS have a national and local environmental officer that can sit on the CCWG, this
was welcomed by Stan. Pippa also suggested a representative from Transport
Scotland would be a key partner to include. Anyone interested in joining the CCWG
can contact Stan on stan.phillips@nature.scot.
ACTION - Stan to identify gaps of organisations not represented at the CCWG
and seek partner attendance on the expanded subgroup to prepare a report for
review at December meeting.
ACTION - CPP team to work with Stan to get best representative group around
table on the CCWG.
(b) Child Poverty
Rona provided highlights from the latest Child Poverty Planning group meeting noting
that training on UNCR Convention on the Rights of the Child and child poverty for the
Third Sector has completed and options are now being considered to widen this for
others including the creation of a module within the Councils online training
programme. The recruitment of the Project Assistant (Young Carer/Child Poverty)
has completed with the successful candidate due to start 20 November 2021. The
Summer of Play programme was successfully delivered mainly by Council Education
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Services and Live Argyll and learning from this is being evaluated to inform future
programmes. Positive engagement is continuing with the Community Food Forum,
who met last week. The AyeWrite campaign is active (part of the End Child Food
Poverty campaign) and calls for people to write to their MPs to ask them to pledge
support to end child poverty. #Write Now. The Challenge Poverty Week takes place
4 to 10 October 2021. The group noted that there is little data available to measure
the different areas of poverty and they agreed it is helpful to commence with a
request to organisations to state poverty driver/areas involved in tackling poverty.
The group are also updating a Child Poverty webpage and this will allow comments
and interaction on the site that can be reviewed by the group.
(c) Financial Inclusion
Rona presented paper by Fergus Walker, for noting by partners, which provided an
update on grant application numbers and the funds provided to date.
(d) Community Wealth Building
Fergus advised Community Wealth Building is an integral in what we deliver, and in
the rural growth deal moving forward, at it is a requirement of both governments to
be inclusive. The recruitment has completed for a new Program Officer who will be
undertaking training with the Scottish Government on how our coming projects will
contribute to Community Wealth Building and the WB and outputs of that. There
have also been discussions with the TSI and HiE on how to build Community Wealth
Building in Argyll and Bute and mapping what we do well and where gaps are.
Decision making around focusing on filling gaps or pursuing what we do well will be
completed later on. Takki added that they are looking at completing a desk top
exercise to identify gaps and synergies, with some activity that can be expanded or
amplified that currently fulfil the aims of Community Wealth Building.
The social enterprise network decided to organise a conference for the sector on 8
November. There is a large synergy with social enterprise and Community Wealth
Building, with lots of opportunities but we need to identify best use of resources to
flesh that out. Morag noted that there are elements on the approach to Community
Wealth Building that Argyll and Bute do very well especially around community
ownership, where we are an exemplar, and in some respects we are ahead of the
game on aspects of this agenda.
Pippa noted it is a sensible process to use our resources to best potential.
(e) Digital
Rona encouraged all partners to visit the Connecting Scotland website as this
provides a comprehensive explanation of what Connecting Scotland is. The project is
led by the Scottish Government and aims to get digitally excluded households online
by the end of 2021. The deadline for applications to obtain a device is 5pm on Friday
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12th November (details are in the website link). Connecting Scotland provides a
comprehensive approach to tackle digital inclusion and there is work ongoing to bring
the work together of the digital infrastructure group and the CLD partnership group to
better support Digital Inclusion. Pippa added that this is a key issue that the partners
need to address.
ACTION - All partners are encouraged to make organisations that they work
aware of the Connecting Scotland project.
(f) Building Back Better (Communities)
Rona advised that the Building Back Better (Communities) group was started to
review feedback that was received from communities at the height of the pandemic
and deliver an action plan. The next meeting (1 October) will look at the Public
Health Annual Report for Argyll and Bute. A Building Back Better (Communities) post
has been created and will be in place for 18 months to re-engage with community
groups on the issues they face now and to support the group to address those
issues. Recruitment for this will begin shortly.
5. OUTCOME 6
(a) Update on Public Safety Projects and Community Safety Partnership
Laura submitted a report to the committee which highlighted the work of the
Community Safety Partnership, the strategy and delivery plan for this was signed off
by the CPP MC at the March meeting. The Community Safety Partnership was
started to deliver on Outcome 6 and has created an innovate approach to provide
support to victims of domestic abuse which is being delivered by Medics Against
Violence - a connection has been identified between animal abuse and victim abuse,
so links have been made with vets in Bute and Cowal and they are looking to garner
interest in other vets across the area. Child sexual exploitation and abuse features
highly on the safety agenda and an event to provide tips and wider awareness on
how to keep children safe online, without restricting access, was hosted by the TSI
with attendance from 20 representatives of community groups. Next steps will look at
further sessions for parents to give them tools to keep children safe online. Partners
are encouraged to circulate the information on this widely, when it becomes
available. Laura also advised partners of the CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online
Protection) ‘button’ that can be put on partner websites. This button can be used to
report inappropriate content and goes to a national command centre. Partners can
contact Laura on Laura.Evans@scotland.pnn.police.uk for more information.
Friendship benches have been installed to support the work of the suicide prevention
group.
Fraud continues to increase across the area and affects everyone without
discrimination. There were 55 recorded crimes of fraud in Argyll and Bute this year
(up from 35 last year). Fraud is not a faceless crime, people are affected by this type
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of crime by both financial loss and a negative effect on wellbeing. The funding from
the CPP has purchased 150 call blocking devices, and since April, 66 have been
installed for vulnerable residents. These devices block nuisance calls and provide
reports to the Police. It is estimated that the cost benefit to residents of these devices
is in the region of £900,000 (preventing financial loss, on costs for support from
police and health services). Referrals to install a call blocker do not need to come
through Social Services and partners can contact Laura to advise of any vulnerable
people that would benefit from the installation of a call blocker.
Pippa thanked Laura for her update on this valuable work. Of note, the upcoming
Pippa’s Podcast will be a talk with Laura and Trading Standards about the call
blocking devices.
Action: Partners can contact Laura on Laura.Evans@scotland.pnn.police.uk
for more information on the CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online Protection)
‘button’ that can be put on partner websites.

(b) Water Safety Awareness
Over the last 5 years there have been over 90 water related deaths in Scotland
(compared to 160 on the roads) which highlights the scale of the issue. Alberts paper
discussed water safety in Argyll and Bute and the challenges due to the vast
coastline we have and advised that the Scotland Drowning Strategy looks to reduce
water deaths by 50%. Albert emphasised that Water Safety needs a partnership
approach across all areas, and is keen that this be identified as year round matter,
and not just in the key summer period. A review of all water accidents will take place
to identify local and national actions that are needed and encouraged all partners to
support the delivery of those actions so that preventative measures and a coordinated approach can be in place for next year.
Alison noted that with access to things like paddleboard being so accessible there
are definitely increased numbers on the water (not all with appropriate buoyancy
aids) and it is important to spread information on how to enjoy the water as safely as
possible. Albert added there needs to be a long term educational approach to water
safety in schools and there is lots of work going on in the background with ministerial
interest. This matter cannot be allowed to go away and must be addressed.
Pippa thanked Albert for his update and agreed this is a growing issue and partners
need to sustain year round involvement in the group on this issue.
6. OUTCOME 5
(a) Public Health Annual Report for Argyll and Bute
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Alison advised that there is no active Outcome 5 leadership group and she was
impressed to hear of co-ordinated group work for Outcome 6. The gap in Outcome 5
exists due to Public Health being unable to lead this issue over the pandemic
response in the last 18 months. Public Health have historically led this Outcome, but
noted that any agency could lead on this, with Public health as key partners.
Alison noted that the bulk of work in the last year was around COVID, which included
partnership with the NHS and Argyll and Bute Council on Caring for People, and with
the Fire Service to provide PCR testing facilities in stations across much of the area.
Asymptomatic testing has also been a feature of campaigns in partnership with
LiveArgyll providing a static testing sire at Victoria Halls, Helensburgh, in addition to
roving test sites to ensure maximum uptake of testing. This has been successful and
a weekly steering group continues on this. Non covid work includes the Building Back
Better response from NHS highland which is called “social mitigation”. In April 2021
they adopted the social mitigation strategy to identify what the NHS need to do to
address, for example, the increasing mental health needs of population, equalities,
violence against women etc. A November workshop will be held around how to
incorporate this in to service plans, followed by engagement. The Living Well in
Argyll and Bute strategy launched in 2019 and important work coming out of this
steering group includes addressing fragility and physical activity, signposting to
mental health support, engagement with key partners (ACUMEN, focus groups,
interviews and surveys to tease out key themes on mental health distress). The
Suicide prevention steering group, which was remobilised in June 2020 and
continues under the leadership of Fiona Davies, is taking stock of an action plan and
pulling many people (including Police) round the table to create a strategy. Alison
encouraged all partners to look at the report and also the Healthy Argyll and Bute
Facebook page (will be renamed Living Well Argyll and Bute).
Pippa thanked Alison for her summary of the report and commented on the engaging
format of the report the amazing amount on ongoing work that has continued through
the challenges of the pandemic, that work is greatly appreciated. Robin, Albert and
Anthony also commented on the layout of the report, which is so easy to read and
visually stimulating. Laura added that the Living Well networks are brilliant to get
messaging and engagement at a very local level.
Albert asked if fuel poverty over the winter is that something that is coming through
the group already, however, Pippa advised this is worked on by various groups via
Housing. Alison said it is right to consider that in terms of Public Health but agreed it
may be better addressed by other groups. Fergus said fuel poverty is already a
considerable issue, and will remain so going forward, especially for off gas grid
residents. There has been a focus to spend Scottish government money, via HEAPS,
providing internal and external insulation and new forms of heating to try and address
that. There has been £1.7m provided from the Scottish government but supply chain
issues have created delivery challenges. He also noted work with ACHA, who have a
larger expenditure programme, but are also struggling with supply chain issues.
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Stan added that this should also form part of the climate change agenda and Pippa
was sure we would revisit these critical issues in future.

(b) A National Care Service for Scotland Consultation - Presentation and Discussion
Pippa gave a presentation, with Fiona, to discuss how the CPP want to response to
this consultation, and how we can progress that. The consultation was launched in
August 2021 as part of the Scottish Government manifesto commitments following
the Feeley report (Review of adult social care February 2021) and expands on that to
include children services, community justice, alcohol and drug misuse, prisons,
mental health and social work. It is the largest proposed change to local government
since reorganisation. It is a lengthy consultation covering a number of themes and
proposals. Responses are due by 2 November 2021, and feedback will be analysed
to develop a Bill which is expected to be put to the Scottish parliament by summer
2022. This will involve extensive legislation for scrutiny by parliament with the
intention to have a full social care service in place by 2026.
Pippa noted that they will be key issues to consider with the remote rural challenges
in our area. She added that there is a lack of clarity on the detail within the
consultation for key elements of the proposals, and we also need to consider the
implications for the CPP. Takki noted that TSI network across Scotland is also going
to do an overview response to the consultation.
The key areas of the consultation are:
- Improvement - Establishment of single nation body for health and social care
with accountability to Ministers at national level (not local government),
- Access to care and support - removal of eligibility criteria’s and a focus on
need, a consistent approach, prevention and early intervention and
development of a national proactive model,
- Rights to breaks from caring,
- Using data to support care - implementation of accessible national social care
and health records,
- Complaints and putting things right and
- Residential care charges - increase sums paid for free personal and nursing
care for care home residents.
Fiona then introduced herself as the interim chief officer for HSCP and said that it is
important to draw out eligibility criteria in addition to an early intervention approach.
There is an ambition to use this new approach to get things right and that social care
done well enables people to achieve.
Takki said this is a massive change to the local service delivery model and risks
losing the gain of local relationship building. Many welcomed the national standards
but there is nervousness of democratic influence and control i.e. how would Argyll
and Bute put a rural frame on this proposal, and the need for another level of detail
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in how that applies in rural areas. TSI are supporting of the general principles but do
have concern of loss of democratic control and that there has perhaps been a
dilution from the original Feeley report. Pippa noted that individuals and
organisations can also separately respond to the consultation, out with a joint
response from the CPP.
The National Care Service (NCS) seeks to establish a service that removes
responsibilities for social work and social care from local authorities. NCS will lead on
all aspects of community health and social care improvement, with responsibility for
national workforce planning. Takki would like to see more detail on how that applies
to children services, for example, The Promise moves towards a child by child
specific approach but how does that work when transferred to a national body?
Pippa advised that the consultation throws up a lot of practical question as to how it
will work on the ground, and as it difficult to assess that without further detail a point
of principle can be drawn out regarding that. Fiona added that in terms of context, the
current remits of HSCPs vary hugely by area in terms of delegated service. Whilst
not wanting to lose the gains of previous reviews, she felt that anything that can be
done to improve services is a good thing. Albert asked about the existing IJB set up
and work with social care, he worries about how we ensure the engagement is not
centralised. Pippa added there may be areas where the “economy of scale” needs
adapted to fit rural areas.
IJBs are to be reformed to Community Health and Social Care boards (CHSCBs).
Functions will become consistent across the country. CHSCBs are to be accountable
to ministers and will have locally elected members and members representing the
local population (including those with care experience and carers). CHSCBs will also
become a member of community planning partnerships. Pippa is interested on
partner views on that. Rona asked what the local geography is likely to be for the
CHSCBs and Fiona confirmed the proposal states it is to mirror the IJB boundaries.
Alison noted there is a cross cutting theme for bodies to have equality outcome
frameworks and report on those. It is a challenge for IJBs to do that as the parent
organisations of Argyll and Bute Council and NHS Highland Board have different
reporting periods. However, some of those anomalies may be ironed out and benefit
the high level intentions to levelling up and equalities. Takki noted that the CHSCBs
are to have responsibility for planning and procurement in the context of a national
care service. The TSI are reflecting on that and there is fear of how a nationally set
commissioning approach will that relate to small scale organisations, and associated
third sector capacity building, being able to bid for contracts. All agreed that the
independent scrutiny of the NCS standards and processes for ethical commissioning
of social care services and support is good practice.
Fiona noted that in terms of the effect of this on the existing workforce, the
consultation currently raised more questions than answers. The consultation
proposes a national job evaluation framework and implementation of a national pay
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structure similar to the NHS. She hoped that these matters will be resolved as the
process moves forward. Pippa also noted that if there are to be changes to staff
employment, the timescales are ambitious.
Rona asked how the consultation looks to make linkages with national policy
elements (Community Wealth Building and its link to procurement, climate change,
digital etc.). If it does not address these then Rona suggests that is something the
CPP would want to pick up on in their response, and any national work linked to care
and reform should ensure to make sure linkages to key national policy areas and be
embedding these from the outset.
There were questions around how easy it will be to complete the legislation given the
number of questions that need to be resolved. Getting this wrong for communities
has big implications. Fiona noted the document is written in a very literally way, and
cannot answer these lateral aspects, but it is important to feed these points back to
the consultation so they can be considered and she is keen to get as many of those
issue on the table for discussion at this stage.
Pippa noted a keenness in the CPP to provide a response to reflect the remote rural
voice, adding that the more local responses we can get to the consultation, the
better. Pippa suggested a practical approach is to form a subgroup to capture the
points to be raised on the consultation response from partners to create a response
on behalf of the CPP.
ACTION - Expressions of interest to join a sub group to respond to the
consultation are to be sent to cppadmin@argyll-bute.gov.uk by 1 October.
Responses, from those not specifically involved in the sub group are to be
received by 28 October in order to meet the response deadline of 2 November.
7. OUTCOME 1 - ARGYLL AND BUTE EMPLOYABILITY PARTNERSHIP (ABEP)
TERMS OF REFERENCE AND IMPROVEMENT ACTION PLAN
Ishabel noted the purpose of her report is to seek approval from the Community
Planning Partnership (CPP) Management Committee with regard to the Argyll and
Bute Employability Partnership (ABEP) Terms of Reference and Improvement Action
Plan.
Further to the signing of a partnership agreement between the Scottish Government
and Local Government on 5th December 2018, there has been a stronger focus on
delivering the shared ambition of the Scottish Government’s No One Left Behind
(NOLB) policy agenda through all 32 of Scotland’s Local Employability Partnerships
(LEPs). NOLB is a programme of transformation which aims to change the
employability system in Scotland to make it more adaptable, responsive and personcentred.
The ABEP recognises that through stronger and more collaborative partnership
working, focused on a place-based person-centred approach, will help to ensure
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suitable opportunities for individuals of all ages and capabilities through tackling
socio-economic disadvantage, inequalities and removing multiple barriers to securing
sustainable employment. On this basis, the ABEP has developed a new Terms of
Reference, as outlined in Appendix 1 to the report, and adhered to the Scottish
Government’s requirement to prepare an Improvement Action Plan for consideration,
as presented in Appendix 2 to the report.
Ishabel added that regular reporting and progress updates to the CPP will satisfy the
requirements for stronger governance and will show that those involved do see it as
a priority for local communities.
Pippa thanked Ishabel for the update and the partnership work that has gone around
that. It was agreed that the CPP are happy to endorse the report and that further
updates be provided to the CPP on a bi-annual basis.
ACTION - Argyll and Bute Employability Partnership (ABEP) update to be
added to CPP agenda for March 2021.
8. AOCB
(a) Staff Recruitment and Retention
Morag and Anthony advised that when engaging with the business community there
is consistent strong feedback on concerns around staff availability and retention.
Anthony said this is a people issue, which is pronounced within Argyll and Bute and
the Highlands and Islands. He asked if the CPP need to look again at previous work
around population issues to address this as we need to do something more than is
currently happening. There is a national crisis around staffing and in Argyll and Bute
all sectors are struggling for people. We need to look closely at what is currently
happening and what we can do. It is proposed that a short life working group be
formed to quickly examine if we are doing everything we need to do and what more
can we look at doing.
Forecasts by SDS advise that between 2021-2024, there will be expansion in Argyll
and Bute of 900 new jobs and 3000 replacement jobs, but there is only a working
age population of around 31000 people to fill those roles. Pippa said it is an ongoing
issue and asked partners if they are willing to join a SLWG to look at this issue to
reinvigorate it and look at what can be done. Neil agreed this affects all agencies and
as he would like to join the SLWG. He also said the Police are looking at the same
thing and workforce planning is an issue to the Police too. Stan added if there is
information on which sectors are most affected.
ACTION - Anthony to provide information on which sectors are most affected
to cppadmin for onward distribution to the CPP.
Stan noted that we need to think ahead around the possibility of new green
employment and transition of jobs to that. Anthony noted that SDS are looking at the
promotion of opportunities around that with the green workforce academy. Robin
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commented that we need to treat this with urgency it is a huge problem, he is seeing
local businesses closing for the day as they have no workforce available or are burnt
out. He added that in respect of the driver shortages, we can put in place simple
solutions such as improving / increasing roadside rest facilities and we need to join
up with HiE and will raise this at the Convention of the Highlands and Islands next
month. Pippa agreed action on this is needed now. Fergus reiterated the urgency of
the situation with private sector contacts commenting on skill shortages and staff
issues they are facing, he is happy to take part in SLWG to address this as we need
to manage expectations on what we can do on a local level and identify actions we
can take forward. Availability of housing in areas is an issue. We need to look at the
practical steps, what are the more pertinent needs in our area and highlight them.
ACTION- Partners are to contact cppadmin to advise interest to join a SLWG
on recruitment and retention.
ACTION - SLWG to report back to CPP in December.
Robin was concerned that reporting back in December is too far way. Pippa clarified
that the updates of the SLWG progress should come to CPP in December but the
SLWG can take forward actions in the interim.
ACTION - Updates from the SLWG (actions and progress) and sharing
information on what is being done by groups can be circulated in CPP
bulletins.
9. DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting is scheduled for 1000 on Wednesday 8th December 2021. This
would normally be a full partnership meeting, but as there are team vacancies the
next meeting is likely to be a similar style to this one, with a full conference at a future
date.
10. CLOSE
Pippa thanked everyone for attending and noted the commitment of the group is
demonstrated by the amount of work going on around these items.

CPP MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING ACTION GRID – from 29th September 2021
Complete

In Progress

Outstanding

Please highlight actions as per traffic light system to show progress

Who
All

Required by
Date
February 2021

Stan

30 June 21

Rona / Shona

30 December
2021
-

All
tba
Stan
Stan

8 December
2021
Ongoing
Ongoing

Fergus M
cppadmin

29 October
2021

Stan

8 December 21

CPP Team
All
All

12 November
21
1 October 21
28 October 21
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Date
Action
Set
2/12/20 Partners to forward ideas or good practice of how they are engaging with youth to
Rona.
10/3/21 Stan to contact Western Isles to access their adaptation plans to inform the CPP
MC.
10/3/21 Rona and Shona to meet to plan out how to work Building Back Better recovery
into ACPG plans.
30/6/21 Following video by Cameron Garrett, Pippa encouraged all partners to look at
how we can include youth voices in our work.
30/6/21 Short life working group to be set up to look at partners can look at Digital
Inclusion across their organisations.
30/6/21 CCWG to feedback to Police contacts on what event are taking place
29/9/21 Stan to ensure any events that the Climate Change Working Group are aware of
are sent to the Police.
29/9/21 Updated information on the Hermitage Park Climate events in November to be
sent to Robin, and cppadmin to send information out in CPP Bulletin / add to
Climate Change website.
29/9/21 Stan to identify gaps of organisations not represented at the CCWG and seek
partner attendance on the expanded subgroup to prepare a report for review at
December meeting. CPP team to work with Stan to get best representative group
around table on the CCWG.
29/9/21 All partners are encouraged to make organisations that they work aware of the
Connecting Scotland project.
29/9/21 National Care Service consultation - Expressions of interest to join a sub group to
respond to the consultation are to be sent to cppadmin@argyll-bute.gov.uk by 1
October. Responses, from those not specifically involved in the sub group are to

29/9/21
29/9/21
29/9/21
29/9/21

be received by 28 October in order to meet the response deadline of 2
November.
Argyll and Bute Employability Partnership (ABEP) update to be added to CPP
agenda for March 2021.
Anthony to provide information on which sectors are most affected by staff
shortages to cppadmin for onward distribution to the CPP.
Partners are to contact cppadmin to advise interest to join a SLWG on
recruitment and retention.
SLWG on Recruitment and Retention to report back to CPP in December.

March 2022

Anthony
cppadmin
All

28 October 21

Anthony /
Morag
Anthony /
Morag

8 December
2021
Ongoing

All

Ongoing

15 October 21
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29/9/21 Updates from the SLWG on Recruitment and Retention (actions and progress)
and sharing information on what is being done by groups can be circulated in
CPP bulletins.
29/9/21 Partners can contact Laura on Laura.Evans@scotland.pnn.police.uk for more
information on the CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online Protection) ‘button’ that
can be put on partner websites.

cppadmin
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CPP MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING ACTION GRID – from 29th September 2021
Complete

In Progress

Outstanding

Please highlight actions as per traffic light system to show progress

Who

Stan
Stan

Required by
Date
8 December
2021
Ongoing
Ongoing

Fergus M
cppadmin

29 October
2021

Stan

8 December 21

tba

CPP Team
All
All

12 November
21
1 October 21
28 October 21

cppadmin

March 2022

Anthony
cppadmin
All

28 October 21

Anthony /
Morag

8 December
2021

15 October 21
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Date
Action
Set
30/6/21 Short life working group to be set up to look at how partners can look at Digital
Inclusion across their organisations.
30/6/21 CCWG to feedback to Police contacts on what event are taking place
29/9/21 Stan to ensure any events that the Climate Change Working Group are aware of
are sent to the Police.
29/9/21 Updated information on the Hermitage Park Climate events in November to be
sent to Robin, and cppadmin to send information out in CPP Bulletin / add to
Climate Change website.
29/9/21 Stan to identify gaps of organisations not represented at the CCWG and seek
partner attendance on the expanded subgroup to prepare a report for review at
December meeting. CPP team to work with Stan to get best representative group
around table on the CCWG.
29/9/21 All partners are encouraged to make organisations that they work aware of the
Connecting Scotland project.
29/9/21 National Care Service consultation - Expressions of interest to join a sub group to
respond to the consultation are to be sent to cppadmin@argyll-bute.gov.uk by 1
October. Responses, from those not specifically involved in the sub group are to
be received by 28 October in order to meet the response deadline of 2
November.
29/9/21 Argyll and Bute Employability Partnership (ABEP) update to be added to CPP
agenda for March 2021.
29/9/21 Anthony to provide information on which sectors are most affected by staff
shortages to cppadmin for onward distribution to the CPP.
29/9/21 Partners are to contact cppadmin to advise interest to join a SLWG on
recruitment and retention.
29/9/21 SLWG on Recruitment and Retention to report back to CPP in December.

Date
Action
Set
29/9/21 Updates from the SLWG on Recruitment and Retention (actions and progress)
and sharing information on what is being done by groups can be circulated in
CPP bulletins.
29/9/21 Partners can contact Laura on Laura.Evans@scotland.pnn.police.uk for more
information on the CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online Protection) ‘button’ that
can be put on partner websites.
Updated 18/11/21

Who
Anthony /
Morag
All

Required by
Date
Ongoing

Ongoing
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Agenda Item 3

Management Committee
Date: 8 December 2021
Agenda Item:

Area Community Planning Groups – November 2021 Meetings
1. Purpose
This paper presents key matters arising during the Area Community Planning
Group meetings that were held virtually in November 2021.
2. Recommendations
The Management Committee is asked to:
a)
b)
c)

3.

note the Highlights detailed at section 4 of the report;
note the position with relation to the various Chair and Vice-Chair roles
which remain vacant as outlined at section 4.2; and
give consideration and make suggestion in relation to the vacant Chair
and Vice Chair roles in MAKI and H&L.

Background

There are four Area Community Planning Groups, one in each of the Council’s
administrative areas (Bute and Cowal; Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands;
Helensburgh and Lomond; and Oban, Lorn and the Isles).
All meetings were held on a virtual basis using Microsoft Teams. Prior to the
meetings discussion took place with the 4 Area Chairs/Vice Chairs and a standard
agenda template was agreed. There was good attendance at all 4 meetings by a
variety of partners.

4.

Highlights

All groups considered:
.
 CPP Management Committee Update
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Climate Change
Community Learning Partnership Plan
Nicola Hackett from Live Argyll presented to all 4 Groups and provided an
update on the Partnership Plan.



Skills Development Scotland – Data Set for Young People in Argyll and Bute
Susan MacRae from Skills Development Scotland provided a presentation on
the school leaver destinations for 16 to 19 year olds across Argyll and Bute.

Highlights from specific meetings were as follows:
Bute & Cowal
Fiona Samuel from Rothesay Boys Brigade provided the Group with a very
interesting presentation on the work that they have been undertaking within the local
community.
The Group held a productive discussion on Covid-19 and long-term community
resilience. They heard from Anne Campbell (Dunoon Area Alliance) who suggested
that the Group consider the model set up by Bute Resilience Group and seek their
views on how their volunteer training and links with the emergency services had
prepared them for the challenges faced during the pandemic.
Sue Wallis also highlighted the Volunteer Cowal South West Organisation which was
a group of about 65 volunteers who were mainly involved in delivering prescriptions
from the GP Surgery to patients.
It was agreed that there would be a discussion on long-term community resilience at
a future meeting.
In regard to climate change it was noted that Bute would be featured as island of the
month by the Scottish Island Federation due to its response to climate change.
Discussion also took place on how festivals and events, such as bonfire night, can
be supported whilst ensuring any carbon issues are recognised.
Helensburgh & Lomond
The Group heard a number of interesting updates from partners. Duncan
MacLachlan provided information on the work that has been undertaken by Arrochar
and Tarbet Community Development Trust and the Friends of Loch Lomond with
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specific reference to the Two Lochs Visitor Management Project. It was noted that
this project had been well received and had assisted in the management of visitors in
the area. The addition of toilet facilities, the employment of seasonal visitor wardens
and the production of information signage were all highlighted. The work involved in
this project was commended by the Group.
For the Community Focus item, the Group heard from Emma Henderson who
provided information on Cove Park which had been founded in 1999 and had since
housed thousands of resident artists. She provided an overview of the facilities
available for artists in the residency centre and the ways in which artists could attend
on a funded or self-funded basis.
The Group considered the appointment of a Chair and a Vice-Chair to the Group.
Unfortunately there were no nominations made and it was agreed to continue the
appointments to the next meeting of the Group.
Feedback was also received in relation to the scheduling of the Climate Change
Working Group meetings which had clashed with the date of the H&L ACPG. It was
agreed that this would be raised with the Working Group Chair.
Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands
The meeting was well attended and heard a number of updates from partners.
Caitlin Quinn from SSE was in attendance and gave an update on progress on the
Inveraray to Crossaig Reinforcement project.
Neil MacFarlane from Transport Scotland provided an update on the current works
being undertaken. Concerns regarding road safety issues at the junction of
Aqualibrium Avenue and Burnbank Street in Campbeltown were raised by a number
of attendees and Neil agreed to look into the issues when he visited Campbeltown in
the coming weeks.
Inspector Collins, Police Scotland advised on measures that the Police have been
undertaking in relation to a number of recent vehicle thefts. He provided advice to
the Group in regard to measures which they could implement within their own
properties to cut down on risk of theft.
There were a couple of new partners in attendance, namely Jeni West and Donald
McNeill from Forestry and Land Scotland and Jen Broadhurst from Citizens Advice
Bureau (CAB). They provided useful information on their respective organisations
and it was noted that CAB were currently undertaking a recruitment drive for
volunteers.
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The Community Focus item at this meeting was a presentation from Jamie Joyce,
Argyll and the Isles Coast and Countryside Trust on the ACT Now Project in Mid
Argyll. Jamie provided an overview of the project with it being confirmed that it was
hoped that Tarbert and Inveraray both featured in future plans for the Project.
Ness Wright, Architecture and Design Scotland was in attendance and provided a
presentation on the Climate Action Towns Project. Campbeltown has been selected
as one of the locations for the project, with some exciting work being undertaken.
The Group considered the appointment of a Vice-Chair following the resignation of
the previous appointee. Unfortunately there were no nominations received for the
position and it was agreed to carry the item forward to the next meeting.
Oban, Lorn and the Isles
The Group considered the appointment of a Vice-Chair following the resignation of
Rachel Lawlor. It was agreed that Councillor Elaine Robertson would take on the
role for the next 2 meetings, with the hope that a replacement can be appointed after
that time.
In regard to the appointment of a representative to sit on the Climate Change
Working Group, Laura Corbe from Oban Community Council was nominated to
represent the Oban Lorn and the Isles Area CPG at these meetings.
There were some informative partner updates received including from Crossroads
North Argyll, Argyll TSI, North Argyll Carers Centre and Hope Kitchen where
partners were encouraged to notify the group of any vulnerable people who may
benefit from one of the Christmas hampers.
The Group also received a report on the affordable housing supply and demand in
the OLI area.
4.1

Appointment of Chair and Vice Chair

There are a number of Chair and Vice Chair roles which remain vacant in 2 of the
Area Community Planning Groups. The Helensburgh and Lomond ACPG currently
has no Chair or Vice Chair and the Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands ACPG has no
Vice Chair. Officers have tried to give as much information about the time
commitment and the roles to attendees in order to stimulate interest, and have made
contact with community representatives to make them aware of the vacancies.
Unfortunately this has not been successful. It would be of great assistance if the
Management Committee could highlight the roles to their staff who attend the
meetings in the hope that a partner organisation may step in to take on a position.
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4.2

Further Actions

It is requested that the Management Committee note the report and the successful
meetings held in November 2021.
The Management Committee is asked to note that:(a) The appointment of Councillor Elaine Robertson as the Vice-Chair for the OLI
ACPG for the next two meetings;
(b) The appointment of a Vice-Chair for the MAKI ACPG has been continued to
the November meeting;
(c) The appointment of a Chair and a Vice-Chair for the Helensburgh and
Lomond ACPG has been continued to the November meeting.

5.0

Implications

Strategic Implications
Consultations
Resources

Meetings of the Area Community Planning Group held
in August covered various Outcomes.
No prior circulation of this report.

Prevention

No direct resource implications however consideration
of the issues raised and following courses of action
may have a knock on effect on finance and/or staff
resource
Contributes to the prevention agenda

Equalities

Contributes toward reducing inequalities

For More Information:
Shona Barton, Committee Manager, shona.barton@argyll-bute.gov.uk
References: n/a
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Agenda Item 6b

OFFICIAL – POLICE AND PARTNERS

Argyll and Bute
Community Planning Partnership
8th December 2021
Campaign Proposal – Pledge to Stop Scams Together
1.0

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to seek approval from the CPP Management Committee
to approve and support the proposal for a campaign to Pledge to Stop Scams
Together.
2.0

Recommendations

The CPP Management Committee are asked to:
1. Approval and support for the Pledge to Stop Scams Together Campaign
2. Each organisation within the CPP are asked to make an organisational/group
‘pledge’ on what your area of business will do to help Stop Scams. This will be
asked for in real time at the CPP Management Committee on 8/12/21.
3. Each organisation will encourage staff to sign up to Friends Against Scams to
undertake online training and submit their formal pledge.
3.0

Background

Frauds and attempt frauds have continued to increase since the start of the
pandemic. This is reflected nationally as well as at a local level within Argyll and
Bute.
Much work has already taken place locally which have seen real successes
throughout 2021. Whilst these have been well received, reported frauds continue to
increase and more needs to be done to protect everyone, particularly those who are
at risk of greatest harm. This has included to date:





4.0

Establishment of Cared for at Home Network for alerts to be received on daily
scam, particularly for carers.
Increase number of people who sign up to Neighbourhood Watch Scotland
alert.
Roll out of call blocker devices previously been presented at the last CPP.
Provision of printed fraud prevention material for those not on line.
Sharing of Pippa’s Podcast on frauds.
Community Planning Partnership Campaign Proposal

This proposal is for a Campaign to make a Pledge to “Stop Scams Together”. This
would include an identifiable badge (overleaf) and would involve individual people
and organisations making pledges to commit to prevent scams in their local area.

OFFICIAL – POLICE AND PARTNERS
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It is hoped that this campaign would be approved and driven by both Argyll and Bute
Community Planning Partnership and Community Planning West Dunbartonshire for
their support, with initial pledges being made to Stop Scams Together by all CPP
members. Further campaign proposals include:
1. The campaign will enable organisations within each CPP to sign up to “Friends
Against Scams” (FAS) who are a national organisational branch of National
Trading Standards supported by Trading Standards Scotland.
2. This would be rolled out wider to other organisations such as banks/building
societies and other businesses who have already signed up to Keep Safe which
includes local stores, coffee shops and Football clubs and advertised on social
media asking people to make a pledge to Stop Scams Together.
3. FAS will create a unique URL (weblink) specifically for our local area. This URL
will link to a website encouraging completion of online training (approx. 10mins)
on fraud awareness and prevention. This can be shared throughout your own
organisation for your own staff to partake in and the link will be shared after the
CPP on 8th December 2021.
4. On completion of training, space is provided to record your own “pledge” on how
you will help stop scams along with being provided with a certificate making you
a ‘Friend Against Scams’. Examples of Pledges are:







Tell 5 people about a recent scam you’ve read about.
Share scam information with a relative or neighbour or anyone at risk of
being a scam victim in your community.
Include scam prevention training as part of college education on adult
protection and financial harm.
Share any Police Scotland social media posts on your own/company social
media.
Include scam awareness in organisational leaflets/newsletters.
Sign up to Neighbourhood Watch Scotland for alerts.

5. The unique URL will be able to provide information on the number of people and
organisations who have signed up as well as the pledges made which in turn
would then feature on Police Scotland social media.
6. The campaign “badge” will be included on all future social media posts, press
articles and NWS alerts to trigger people to recognise the badge and therefore
continue to complete their pledge.
7. Posters and leaflets will be available in PDF format to all that sign up through
Take Five that can be displayed throughout organisations and groups.
8. Elected Members will be asked to become “SCAMbassadors” through an
additional online training package to show their commitment to helping people in
their community.

OFFICIAL – POLICE AND PARTNERS
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4.1

Badge Proposal

The proposed badge for this campaign is shown below which provides the symbol for
the ‘pinkie promise’ alongside clear text for Stop Scams Together. Both CPP logos
are included for Argyll and Bute and West Dunbartonshire.

5.0

Financial Considerations

This campaign can run without the need for further funding as Friends against Scams
have offered to complete the unique URL free of charge which will monitor numbers
signed up and pledges made.
Agreement has also been made by local newspapers and radio outlets to promote
this work without charge. Posters can be provided in PDF form to all partners through
Take Five which are already produced without cost.
6.0

Conclusion

This report is provided for the consideration and approval of the Argyll and Bute
Community Planning Partnership Management Committee.
If recommendations are approved, links will be shared for the Friends Against Scams
online training and the unique URL throughout the CPP Management Committee
members.
PC Laura Evans
Local Authority Liaison Officer

OFFICIAL – POLICE AND PARTNERS
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ARGYLL AND BUTE COUNCIL

Economic Development and
Infrastructure Committee

Development and Economic Growth

2 December 2021

Scottish Government Aviation Strategy Consultation

1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides details on the consultation by Scottish Government to help
inform the development of an Aviation Strategy for Scotland.
Transport Scotland have recently published an on line discussion document, to
help the Scottish Government, to develop an Aviation Strategy that realises
their vision for aviation:
For Scotland to have national and international connectivity that allows
us to enjoy all the economic and social benefits of air travel while
reducing our environmental impact.
The following is a link to the document: Discussion document to inform the
development of an Aviation Strategy (transport.gov.scot)
The consultation document, which was published on 18 th October, sets out a
number of questions, included within this report in Appendix A, and the deadline
for responses is the 21 January 2022.
It is recommended that Members
a) Note the proposed approach to raise awareness with Community Councils
regarding the consultation with the offer that if they don’t want to respond
directly their response can be included within the Council’s official response.
b) Approve delegated powers to the Leader, Deputy Leader, Leader of the
Opposition and Chief Executive to approve the final Council response to the
Scottish Government Aviation Strategy Consultation.
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ARGYLL AND BUTE COUNCIL
Development and Economic Growth

Economic Development and
Infrastructure Committee
2 December 2021

Scottish Government Aviation Strategy Consultation

2.0

INTRODUCTION

2.1

This report provides details on the consultation by Scottish Government to help
inform the development of an Aviation Strategy for Scotland.

2.2

Transport Scotland have recently published an on line discussion document, to
help the Scottish Government, to develop an Aviation Strategy that realises
their vision for aviation:
For Scotland to have national and international connectivity that allows
us to enjoy all the economic and social benefits of air travel while
reducing our environmental impact.
The following is a link to the document: Discussion document to inform the
development of an Aviation Strategy (transport.gov.scot)

2.3

The consultation document, which was published on 18 th October, sets out a
number of questions, included within this report in Appendix A, and the deadline
for responses is the 21 January 2022.

2.4

The discussion document will be used as the basis for consultation with the
aviation sector, business, tourism, local communities and others on how
Scottish Government can achieve their vision. These discussions, alongside
the responses to the online public consultation, will inform the future
development of our Aviation Strategy.

2.5

The Aviation Strategy will then form the basis of the work that the Scottish
Government and partner agencies undertake with the aviation sector and other
relevant organisations to achieve their vision. As the Aviation Strategy will
consider both short and long term goals, Transport Scotland will continue to
adapt it in response to emerging trends and technological developments.
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2.6

The Aviation Strategy will not consider the transport infrastructure needed to
travel to and from the main Scottish airports as this is being covered
in Transport Scotland's Strategic Projects Review 2 .

2.7

Argyll and Bute Council currently subsidises air services to Coll, Colonsay and
Tiree at a cost of £2.05M over a contract period of 4 years. A commercial air
service is also operated to Islay on the back of the Public Service Obligation
contract. Argyll and Bute Council also own and operate three airports Oban,
Coll and Tiree at an annual cost of £700k.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that Members
c) Note the proposed approach to raise awareness with Community Councils
regarding the consultation with the offer that if they don’t want to respond
directly their response can be included within the Council’s official response.
d) Approve delegated powers to the Leader, Deputy Leader, Leader of the
Opposition and Chief Executive to approve the final Council response to the
Scottish Government Aviation Strategy Consultation

4.0

DETAIL

4.1

The discussion document sets out the questions Transport Scotland would like
responses on to allow them to develop the Aviation Strategy. These questions
are enclosed within Appendix A.

4.2

The document asks for views on how Scottish Government can achieve their
vision, focusing on the following key themes: aviation's transition to net-zero,
Scotland's international connectivity, Scotland's domestic connectivity and air
freight.

4.3

Officers are at present drafting a response to the consultation around the
following key points:-

a)

Aviation forms a crucial, often lifeline, element of the transport network in many
parts of the Argyll and Bute area. From the transfer of schoolkids in Colonsay
and Coll to the transfer of patients and medical staff from all the islands and the
most remote parts of the mainland to and from the acute hospitals within the
central belt.

b)

Ensuring that aviation policy prioritises support for those islands and regions
where surface (sea or land) transport does not offer a competitive alternative to
air links.

c)

Ensuring that the Scottish Government uses this welcome review of the
governance and support of air services to consider alternative structures and
funding mechanisms that can best deliver improved affordable connectivity. As
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the consultation highlights, we have a national operation model where 4 different
bodies – Argyll and Bute Council, Orkney Council, Sheltand Council and
HIAL/Transport Scotland – support airports and Public Service Obligation air
services, whereas a more coordinated and cohesive approach may realise
reduced running costs (procurement, advertising, training, bundling of routes etc).
For example Argyll and Bute Council operate and subsidise a PSO air service
from Oban to Coll, Colonsay and Tiree. Transport Scotland operate and
subsidise a PSO from Glasgow to Tiree yet these services are procured in
isolation from one another with no joined up approach.
Another example is our air service operator has to pay landing fees at Tiree
airport (HIAL/Scottish Government owned) – these costs are met by the Council
through the air services contract.
d)

Acknowledges the 2013 HITRANS Economic Air Route Development Report that
concluded that the introduction of new services out of Oban airport to the central
belt offered the greatest economic return for the west coast of Scotland.

e)

That services from Oban to the central belt and international airports of Glasgow
would complement and mirror the air services supported to the south of Argyll by
Scottish Government, from Campbeltown to Glasgow. Oban airport can easily
accommodate the Scottish Governments Twin Otter aircraft that are utilised on
the Scottish Government’s routes from Barra/Tiree connecting to Glasgow. The
Tiree and Barra flights to Glasgow all fly over Oban at present, without connecting,
and this is seen as a missed opportunity.

f)

Local air services provide rapid connections to many of the most rural and isolated
communities in Scotland and the key business user of the Argyll Air Services is
the NHS. This is a critical resource for the NHS and also provides residents with
enhanced access to medical services which cannot be provided locally. This is
particularly significant in Argyll and Bute where 56%, or 26,000 referrals annually,
are to hospitals in the central belt often requiring long journeys to an increasingly
centralised NHS. Poor Transport connectivity leads to missed appointments or
wasted journeys. Air services assist the NHS and other services and businesses
to undertake visits to rural communities and transport patients and clients quickly
to the mainland.

g)

That the strategy aligns with Rural Growth Deal plans for Oban Airport to develop
a West Coast Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Innovation Logistics and Training Hub.
The potential benefits of a West Coast UAV Innovation Logistics and Training
hub will support the operations of electrically powered UAVs including cargo
drone deliveries and other advanced air mobility use cases. Electric aviation is
inherently green, and through combining with renewable energy can result in a
no emissions form of transport. The vast majority of AAM aircraft use electric or
hydrogen-based power, ensuring that the transport is clean, quiet and
sustainable.
Argyll and Bute Council is working in close partnership with
Skyports who has already been working with Argyll and Bute Health and Social
Care Partnership (HCSP) to operate the UK’s first medical drone delivery
service. Over the course of three months in 2021, Skyports delivery drones flew
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1000s of pathology samples between NHS facilities, flying over 14,000km and
saving over 11,000 hours of sample waiting time.
h)

That the strategic significance of Oban airport located on the West Coast of
Scotland and its ability to act as a hub is recognised, as proven during the Covid
19 pandemic when the military established a base at Oban Airport, from which
the RAF Tactical Support Wing could serve the West Coast of Scotland from.

i)

The Council has for many years been urging Transport Scotland to undertake a
national review of air services to investigate potential synergies between services
which are currently operated largely in isolation by a range of different
organisations. This was evidenced and came to the forefront in the recent
response to the Covid 19 pandemic.
Scottish Government intervened and provided financial support to Loganair’s
commercial operations including services from islands such as Islay and
Stornoway, to keep a skeleton air service operating.
Transport Scotland advised that they assumed Councils would continue to
operate their PSO services as normal throughout the pandemic, without any
additional support. Argyll and Bute Council's PSO services have only one
aircraft and one pilot - should either fail there are no air services or air cargo
routes to the islands of Coll and Colonsay (Islay and Tiree would still have
Loganair air services). Loganair aircraft would require dispensation from the
Civil Aviation Authority to land their aircraft at Coll and Colonsay due to the
runway lengths on both islands.
During the pandemic, the Council converted their own scholar flights to cargo
flights as part of the Covid crisis to support the islands of Coll, Colonsay, Tiree
and Islay. These services were subsidised by the Council in their entirety.
Similarly decisions were taken by HIAL in isolation, relating to the restricted
operating hours of their airports (Tiree and Islay) with no consultation on how
this would impact on the Council operated and funded air services.
During the pandemic the Scottish Government appeared to focus on their own
subsidised services and those operating commercially by Loganair (their
operator). This resulted in a situation where there was in effect no air services
during the month of May 2020 to Coll and Colonsay as the Council’s subsidised
operator’s aircraft was grounded for maintenance.

j)

Sustainability of personnel for fire cover provision at islands airports is a significant
issue with most islands having an elderly declining population. This factor
jeopardises the sustainability of air services in the future.

4.4

HITRANS, the regional transport partnership which Argyll and Bute Council are a
member of, have confirmed that they will be contacting Transport Scotland’s
Aviation team undertaking the consultation and request that they host events to
engage with key stakeholders prior to the submission deadline.

4.5

To raise community awareness and to publicise the Scottish Government Aviation
Strategy Consultation, Council officers will be contacting all community councils
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to advise them of the consultation and also advising , the Council will include any
responses or remarks they wish to make within the Councils official response.
Officers are also working to raise awareness through a Comms press release and
through Argyll and Bute Community Planning Partnerships.
5.0

CONCLUSION

5.1

Transport Scotland have recently published an on line discussion document, to
help the Scottish Government, to develop an Aviation Strategy that realises
their vision for aviation.

5.2

Argyll and Bute Council welcome the Scottish Government review of the governance
and support of air services to consider alternative structures and funding mechanisms
that can best deliver improved affordable connectivity.

5.3

Officers will formulate a response to the review that will also take into account any
comments or issues local communities wish to raise regarding air services in Scotland.

6.0

IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Policy - Argyll and Bute Council provide PSO air services to some of our
fragile island communities.

6.2

Financial – Argyll and Bute Council currently subsidises air services to Coll,
Colonsay and Tiree at a cost of 2.05M over a contract period of 4 years. A
commercial air service is also operated to Islay on the back of the Public Service
Obligation contract. Argyll and Bute Council also own and operate three
Airports Oban, Coll and Tiree at an annual cost of £700k.

6.3

Legal - Tenders for Public Sector Obligation air services must be compliant
with EC regulations.

6.4

HR - None

6.5

Fairer Scotland Duty:

6.5.1 Equalities - protected characteristics - Argyll Air Services support equality of
access to opportunities for residents and businesses on the islands of
Colonsay, Islay Coll and Tiree.
6.5.2 Socio-economic Duty - Air services provide connections to rural island
communities primarily for scholars but are also used by public and private
sector services e.g. NHS, ABC, Housing Associations.
6.5.3 Islands - Argyll and Bute Council provide PSO air services to some of our
fragile island communities.
6.6.

Risk – Opportunities are not realised by Scottish Government within the review for
the governance and support of air services to consider alternative structures and funding
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mechanisms that can best deliver improved affordable connectivity.

6.7

Customer Service - None

Executive Director with responsibility for [enter service they are responsible for
- e.g. Legal and Regulatory Support]
Policy Lead Councillor Robin Curry
5 November 2021
For further information contact:
Moya Ingram Strategic Transportation and Infrastructure Manager
Moya.Ingram@argyll-bute.gov.uk 01546 604 190
Fergus Murray Head of Development and Economic Growth
Fergus.Murray@argyll-bute.gov.uk 01546 604 293

APPENDICES
Appendix A Scottish Government Aviation Consultation Strategy Questions
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Appendix A Scottish Government Aviation Consultation Strategy Questions

1. What more, if anything, should the Scottish Government and industry do to
accelerate the transition to low/zero emission aviation?
2. What can the Scottish Government do to help increase the use of sustainable
aviation fuels?
3. What do you think the Scottish Government can do to help ensure a just transition to
net-zero for the Scottish aviation sector?
4. Considering the future challenges and opportunities, what changes, if any, should we
make to our approach to help achieve our aim for international connectivity?

5. Do you agree with the priority countries for short haul and long haul set out in the
table above?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Don’t know
6. Which other countries should we focus on in the:
a. Short term (next 2 years)
b. Medium term (2-5 years)
c. Long term (5 years plus)
7. How do we incentivise the use of more efficient aircraft, whilst still ensuring that we
secure the routes Scotland needs?
8. What do you think about the idea of the Scottish Government purchasing new zero
emission aircraft to lease to any airline operating routes in the Highlands and
Islands?
9. What else can the Scottish Government do to achieve its aim of decarbonising
scheduled flights within Scotland by 2040?
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10. What air services do you think are needed to meet the needs of people living in and
visiting the Highland and Islands in the scenarios set out above:
a. less demand for air services
b. same level of demand for air services
c. more demand for air services?
11. Most air services in the Highlands and Islands are delivered on a commercial basis.
How can the Scottish Government best work with the private sector to deliver the air
services you think are needed?
12. How effective do you think the Air Discount Scheme has been at addressing high
airfares?
13. How can the Scottish Government improve the Air Discount Scheme?
14. What do you think about complementing the current operating model with an on
demand service, such as air taxi?
15. What do you think about an open charter service?
16. In addition to on demand and open charter services are there any operational models
you think could be used? If so, what?
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17. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the operational model set out in the table
above?
18. What changes, if any, do you think should be made to these governance
arrangements to improve services?
19. What changes, if any, do you think should be made to these governance
arrangements to reduce running costs?
20. Do you think the Scottish Government should encourage airlines to offer plane- plus
train tickets?
Yes / No / Don’t know
21. If yes, how do you think the Scottish Government could best do this?
22. What more, if anything, do you think the Scottish Government can do to help promote
efficient and sustainable airfreight transport?
23. What else do you think the Aviation Strategy should try to achieve?

